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and objectives because they do not have a participatory 

part. There is no interaction between nurse-manager and 

staff; therefore, there is no motivation from the nurse

manager toward the staff to fulfill institutional goals 

and objectives. This lack of motivation could cause less 

than superior nursing care (Jenkins, 1978). Nurses who 

are selected to become nurse-managers must be very 

carefully chosen. They must have qualities of an effec

tive manager and o.f an effective nurse. 

Courtade (1978) drew conclusions from a survey which 

indicated that effective leaders were more likely than 

ineffective leaders to relate to subordinates by: 

1) seeking and using subordinates' ideas and
special knowledge,

2) empathizing with their problems,
3) supporting them,
4) sharing information with them
5) displaying trust in them, and
6) emphasizing rewards, guidance, and involvement

of subordinates. (p. 21) 

Jenkins (1978) suggested that pre-employment inter

views should include brief managerial decisions made by 

the new employee. The interview should help to establish 

whether or not this employee could become a nurse manager 

and whether the employee is concerned about effective 

communication from subordinates. The information obtained 

should indicate if the employee is supportive of staff and 
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away from the job to discuss a personal problem with a 

supervisor does not always cause a loss of production. 

Like�t (1961) stated that if the time is spent with a 

sympathetic supervisor who shows genuine interest, the 

result is improved performance by the employee. 

Managers, with the best performance records from 

subordinates, are very cognizant of the human aspect of 

subordinates' problems and how these problems can affect 

production level. 

In 1967 a large hospital in New York became aware 

of the acute shortage of professional nurses on the 

staff. In analyzing possible solutions to the problem, 

it was noted that employees seemed to need 

someone with whom they could relate, who would 
listen to them objectively; know them 
individually, and have the ability and authority 
to offer concrete suggestions, answer their 
questions, and take action when indicated. 
(Bloch, 1976, p. 1631) 

A new position was formed to meet the need. The coordi

nator of the new position scheduled interviews (with staff 

members), which provided an opportunity for the staff 

members to verbalize their problems, both personal and 

professional. The employee felt the freedom to express 

himself because the coordinator was not involved in any 

type of clinical evaluation of the employee, but was in a 

position to review problems and actively attempt to 
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participate in problem-solving. In 1967 the attrition 

rate at this hospital was 37%, and in 1975 the attrition 

rate was 14.5%. Bloch (1976) drew the conclusion from 

these statistics that by creating the position, management 

demonstrated that it cared. By allowing employees the 

privilege of ventilating their problems and working out 

solutions to these problems, the hospital experienced a 

decrease in employee turnover and perhaps a decrease in 

dissatisfaction. The motivating force that contributes 

to employee satisfaction is again indicated by partici

pation and interaction. 

Utilization of Motivation in 
Management Techniques 

"To motivate means to move. Management however is 

concerned with the direction of that movement" (Boyd, 1976, 

p. 144). An individual can be motivated toward or away

from a specific goal within an institution. Motivation 

is highly individualized and internal (Boyd, 1976). The 

employee's needs are constantly changing, thus making 

the manager's job complex indeed, as his or her respon

sibility is to assist the employee in understanding the 

employee's need and to help the employee satisfy that 

need within the organization. Longest (1976) said that 
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there are two ways to get an employee to perform a given 

task. The manager 

can make the employee see that a desired action 
will increase his need fulfillment, or the 
manager can convince the employee that he 
or she must carry out the directive to avoid 
decreased need fulfillment. (Longest 1976, 
p. 151)

Management's directives become effective only if the 

employee sees it as a means of meeting his or her needs; 

therefore, management's task is to develop situations at 

the place of work which allows the employee to satisfy 

one of his needs (Longest, 1976). 

Without motivational stimuli these unsatisfied needs 

lead to a non-motivational situation of frustration. 

The individual may then use such defense mechanisms as 

withdrawal, compensation, regression, or rationalization 

(Longest, 1976). He may even resign. The individual 

whose need is not met on the job often experiences a 

decrease in morale or self-esteem. 

Imparato (1972) stated that satisfaction is "the 

difference between what one wants and what one is getting" 

(p. 57}. In research performed by Brief (1976), it was 

noted that lack of job satisfaction was the chief cause 

of job turnover, but the more an employee is satisfied 

with his or her job, the more likely he or she is to stay 

on that job. Herzberg (1966) explained that the opposite 
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current management system of her place of employment 

and to place the letter X on the letter that best 

represents her desired rating for hospital management. 

The time required to complete the questionnaire was 

approximately 30 minutes. 

Data Collection 

After permission was obtained from Texas Woman's 

University's Human Research Committee and the agencies 

to be used, the investigator met Hospital A and Hospital 

C's charge nurses at a designed day shift charge nurse 

meeting. The researcher met the charge nurses of 

Hospital B on their nursing units. The charge nurses 

were then given an oral description of the study 

including the risks that were involved (see Appendix D). 

A Texas Woman's University consent form was distributed 

and those willing to participate were asked to sign their 

names in the appropriate space. The questionnaire was 

then given to those who consented to participate and all 

were allowed to return to their work area with the 

instructions to return the questionnaire with the 

researcher's name written on it to the secretary of nursing 
�-

s erv ice within 1 week. The researcher then collected the 

�uestionnaires from the secretary. 
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were between the ages of 41 and 50 years; and 4 (12.9%) 

between the ages of 51 and 60 years. Two (6.5%) subjects 

graduated in the 1940s, one (3.2%) in the 1950s, nine 

(29%) in the 1960s, and 19 (61.3%) graduated in the 

1970s. Eight subjects (25.8%) of the sample graduated 

from an associate degree program, 12 (38.7%) graduated 

from a diploma program, and 10 (32.3%) graduated from a 

baccalaureate program. 

Findings 

The hypothesis for this study was that there will be 

no difference in the charge nurses' perception of current 

utilization of participation in management and their 

desire for participation in management. The data were 

analyzed initially by taking the average of the perceived 

participation scores on a scale of 1 to 4 and subjectively 

rating the participation level for the management of the 

hospitals. The average perceived score was 2.73 (N = 31), 

and the average of the desired participation scores was 

3.72. 

Wilcoxon's non-parametric rank sum test was used 

to determine the validity of the hypothesis. The results 

were T = 0 (31), E < .00003 or p < .05. The hypothesis 

that there will be no difference in the charge nurses' 

perception of the current utilization of participation 
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in management and their desire for participation in 

management was rejected. 

A two-way analysis of variance was utilized to 

determine if there was a difference between the perceived 

scores of the charge nurses in the three hospitals and 

the seven categories of the questionnaire. The analysis 

indicated that there was no significant difference 

between the nurses' perceived scores in the three 

hospitals, F=.811(2,195)£<.001 (see Table 1). 

Source of 

Hospital 

Categories 

Hospital X

Error 

Total 

Table 1 

Computation of a Two-Way ANOVA-
Perception Scores by Hospitals 

and Categories 

Variation ss dF MS 

.340 2 .170 

10.411 6 1.735 

categories 1.747 12 .146 

40.870 195 .210 

53.359 215 .248 

F p 

.811 .4460 

8.278 .0001 

.695 .7560 

The mean difference between the perceived scores and 

the desired scores was m = .9795. This showed that the 

charge nurses would like for the amount of participation 
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strive toward a participatory management system. In order 

to accomplish participatory management, management will 

find it necessary to evaluate present and prospective 

nurse-managers within the system to determine if they 

are autocratic or participative in their leadership 

style. In order to implement a participatory management 

system, the charge nurse should be included more often 

in management training programs. 

Recommendations 

Based on the findings of this study, the following 

recommendations are suggested: 

1. Studies should be conducted using a sample

consisting of nurses from the evening shift and the night 

shift to establish if there is a difference in perception 

of management among the shifts. 

2. Replication studies should be conducted at

various locales to establish valid generalizations. 

3. Replication of this study should be conducted at

2-3-year intervals to determine if any change in management

has occurred, within a given hospital. 

4. A study should be conducted to determine if

nursing management should consider greater participation 

by charge nurses in decision-making. 
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Concerning Reliabitity and Validity of the 
ProfiZes of Organ.izati.onat. C"tlaI'acteriatics · CPOC)

Chapter 7 and App.endix I of The Human Oi•ganization: Its Management and -Value 
(New York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1967} give reliability data or. intercorre- ·. 
lations from which reliability can be computed or estimated. The 18-item 
Form J and Form S usually yield split-half reliabilities in the .90 to .96 
range when applying the Spearman-Brown formula for estimating the reliability 
fran the r between two halves of the form. 

Chapters 3 and 4 also contain• infonnation about validity, but not expressed 
. as coefficients. For example, Figures 3-4 and 3-5 on the Weldon Plant show 
the improvement in the profile, and Figure 3-9 shov,s the related perfonnance 
improvement. Figure 3-10 shows the management of Plant Las seen by middle· 
and upper management levels. At that time Pl ant L was one of the highest 
producing manufacturing plants in IBM. Clair Vough, who was then the plant 
manager, recently identified the plant and republished the data in his book 
Tapping the Hwr.an Resource (New York: AMACOM, 1975). 

Seashore and Bowers published some additional data on the Weldon plant in · 
their 1970 paper, "Durability of Organizational Change 11 (American Ps·1ch0Zogist, 
25-3, March 1970). Or see Figure 3-11 in Likert and Likert l/et,J Wa':JS of
Managing ConfZict (Ne\" York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., available in May 1976).

'/le,J, lv'a11s ,._.,f }.ta."!tlging C�nf!i::t a1so pr-e5ent;; cthe, studies shewing the validity 
of the.,POC. Table 5-4 in this book presents data that Roberts et al obtained. 
They found the rank order correlation (rho) bet\-Jeen POC scores and performance 
data for a West Coast manufacturing firm was +.61. Tables 5-12 to 5-15 in 
this same book.' present data 'for ten pairs of plants in Yugoslavia and two 
firms in Japan. Again, the data show consistent differences in profiles 
between high and 1 ow-performing plants or departments in the ex·pected di rec
tion. On page 94 of this volume, results are presented for 37 sales districts 
in Sweden. The r between POC total scores and sales was +.93. The " ••. account 
for one-fourth of the variation" in the-book is an error: it should have 
been 861. 

J. M. Ketchel in The Development of Methodology for Evalttationg t1ie 'Efjectiveness
ofa Volunteer HeaZth Plamri.ng O'i'gani=:a.tion (doctoral dissertation > Ohio State
University), Ann Arbor, MI: University Microfilms, 1972, No. 72-27,039) had
officers, trustees, and board members in the -17 counties compr.isi ng the mid-
Ohio Health Planning Federation answer Fann S. He obtained completed question
naires fr�� 158 persons in 16 counties. Total mean scores on the Fornf S for
each county were correlated with performance for that county. The results
were as follows:

r of POC mean score and member rating of effectiveness = .83 
r of POC mean score and member scaled expectancy rating:: .74 

Scaled expectancy rating is a measure of organizational performance based on 
Smith and Kendall's scaled expectancy technique. 
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5. Extent to which immediate superior in solving job problems generally
tries to get subordinates' ideas and opinions and make constructive
use of them

a. Always gets ideas and opinions and always tries to make constructi•re
use of them

b. Usually gets ideas and opinions and usually tries to make construc
tive use of them

c. Sometimes gets ideas and opinions of subordinates in solving job
problems

d. Seldom gets ideas and opinions of subordinaces in solving job
problems

6. Manner in which motivation is used

a. Fear, threats punish.�ent, and occasional rewards
b. Rewards and some actual or potential punishment
c. Rewards, occasional punishment, and some involvement
d. Economic rewards based 011 corr,pensation system developed through

participation; group participation and involvement in setting
goals, improving methods, api?raising progress toward ;oals, etc.

7. Kinds of attitudes developed toward organization and its goals

a. Attitudes are strongly favorable and pro•:ide po•..;er:f·..:l sti:nulation
to behavior implementing organization's goals

b. Attitudes usually are favorable and support behavior imple�enting
organization's goals

c. Attitudes are som�tirnes hostile and counter to organi:acion's goals
and are sometimes favorable to the organization's ;oals a::c: support
the behavior ne-:essary to achieve them

d. Attitudes usually are host:ile and -::01.:nter to orgar.::.zation' s gcals

a. Amount of responsibility felt by each mern:;i-:r of organization for
achieving organization's goals

a. Personnel at all levels feel real responsibility for organization•�
goals and behave in ways to implement them

b. Substantial proportion of personnel, especially at higher levels,
feel responsibility and generally behave in ways to achieve the
organization's goals

c. Managerial personnel usually feel resi;ionsibility; rank and file
usually feel relati7ely little responsibility for achieving
organization's goals

d. High levels of management feel responsibility; lower levels feel
less; rank and file feel little and often welcome oppor-i:unity to
behave in ways to defeat organization's goals

9. Attitudes of members toward other members of the organization

a. Favorable, cooperative attitudes throughout the organi:ation with
mutual trust and confidence

b. Coooerative, reasonably favorable attitudes toward others in
organization; nay be sone competition between peers with resultina
hostility and some condescension toward subordinates

c. Subservient attitudes toward superiors; �ocpetition for status
resulting in hostili cy tow.:1r1 peers; condescer.s ion towa:-d s::bo cdiaa tes

d. Subservient attitudes toward superiors coupl�d with hostili�y;
hostilitr toward pee:::-s and contempt for subccci.r.atez; distrust is
widespread
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23. Psychological closeness of superiors to subordinates (i.e., friendli
ness between superiors and subordinates): How accurate are the
perceptions by superiors and subordinates of each other?

a. Often in error
b. Often in error on some points
c. Moderately accurate
d. Usually quite accurate

24. Amount of character of interaction

a. Extensive, friendly interaction with high degree of confidence and
trust

b. Moderate interaction, often with fair amount of confidence and trust
c. Little interaction and usually with some condescensior. by superiors;

fear and caution bv subordinates
d. Little interaction.and always with fear and distrust

25. Amount of cooperative teamwork present

a. Very substantial amount throughout the organization
b. A moderate amount
c. Rel.atively little
d. None

26. Extent to which subordinates can influence �he goals, methods, and
activity of their 1.inits :nd departments: as c;e�n by supericrs

27. 

a. None
b. Virtually none
c. Moderate amount
d. A great deal

Amount of actual influence which suoeriors can exercise over the goals, 
activity, and methods of their units and departments 

a. Believed to be substantial but actually moderate unless capacity to
exercise severe punishment is present

b. Moderate to somewhat more than moderate, especially for higher
levels in organization

c. Moderate to substantial, especially for higher levels in cr;aniz3ti.on
d. Substantial but often done indirectly, as, for example, by superior

building effective interaction-influence system

28. Extent to which an effective structure exists enabling one 9art of
organization to exert influence Ut>On other parts

a. Highly effective structure exists enabling exercise of influence in
all directions

b. Moderately effective structure exists; influence exerted largely
throuah vertical lines

c. Limited capacity exists� influence exerted largely via v�rtical lines
d. Effective structure virtually not present
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29. Character of decision-makina process: At what level in organization
are decisions formally made?

a. Bulk of decision at top of organization
b. Policy at top, many decisions wi�hin prescribed framework made at

lower levels but usually checked with top before action
c. Broad policy decisions at top, more specific decisions at lower

levels
d. Decision-making widely done throughout organization, although well

integrated through linking process provided by overlapping groups

30. How adeauate and accurate is the information available for decision
making �t the place where the decisions are made?

a. Information is generally inadequate and inaccurate
b. Information is often somewhat inadequate and inaccurate
c. Reasonably adequate and accurate information available
d. Relatively complete and accurate infor�ation available based both

on measurements and efficient flow cf info�ation ir. organization

31. To what extent are decision makers aware of problems, particularly those
at lower levels in the organization?

32. 

a. Generally quite well aware of problems
b. Moderately aware of problems
c. Aware of some, unaware of others
d. Often are unaware or only partially aware

Are decisions made at the best level in the orcanization as far as: 
Availability of the most ade�uate and accurate.information bearing on 
the decision 

a. Overlapping groups and group decision process tend to 9ush decisions
to point where information is most adequate or to pass t�e relevant
information to the decision-making point

b. Some tendency for decisions to be made at higher levals than where
most adequate and accurate information exists

c. Decisions often made at levels appreciably higher than levels whare
most adeauate and accurate information exists

d. Decisions usually made at levels appreciably higher than levels
where most adequate and accurate information exists

33. Are decisions made at the best level in the organization as far as:
The motivational consequences (i.e., does the decision-makir.g ?rocess
help to create the necessary motivations in those persons who have co
carry out the decision?)

a. Substantial cont=ibution by decision-making processes to motivation
to implement

b. Some contribution by decision-making to motivation to im9lement
c. Decision-making contributes relatively little motivation
d. Decision-making contributes little or nothing to the motivation to

implement the decision, usually yields adverse motivation

34. To what extent are subordinates involved in decisions related to their
work?

a. Not at all
b. Never involved in decisions; occasionally consul�ed
c. Usually are consulted but ordinarily not involved in the decision

making
d. Are involved fully in all decisions related to their work
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35. Is decision-making based on man-to-man or group pattern of operation?
Does it encourage or discourage teamwork?

a. Man-to-man only, discourages teamwork
b. Man-to-man almost entirely, discourages teamwork
c. Both man-to-man and group, partially encourages teamwork
d. Largely based on group pattern, encourages teamwork

36. Character of goal-setting or ordering: Manner in which usually done

a. Except in emergencies, goals are usually established by means of
group participation

b. Goals are set or orders issued after discussion with subordinates of.
problems and planned action

c. Orders issued, opportunity to comment may or may not exist
d. Orders issued

37. To what exter.t do the different hiecarchical levels tend to strive for
high performance goals?

a. High goals sought by all levels, with lower levels so�etimes pressing
for higher goals than top levels

b. High goals sought by higher levels but with occasional resistance by
lower levels

c. High goals sought by top and often resisted moderatelv bv subordinates
d. High goals pressed by top, generally resisted :,y s11bordinates

38. Are there forces to acce8t, resist, or reject goals:

a. Goals are outwardly acceoted but are inwardly resisted strongly
b. Goals are outwardly accepted by often inwardly resisted to at least

a moderate degree
c. Goals are outwardly accepted but at times with some inward resistance
d. Goals are fully accepted both outwardly and inwardly

39. Level of performance goals which superiors seek to have organization
achieve

a. Seek to achieve extremly high goals
b. Seek.very hi;h goals
c. Seek high goals
d. Seek average goals

40. E=<tent to which you have been given the kind of management training you
desire

a. Have received no manaqe�ent training of kind I desire
b. Have received some management training of kind I desire
c. Have received quite a bit .of management training of kind I desire
d. Have received a graat deal of management training of kind I desire

41. Adequacy of training resources provided to �ssist you in trai�ing your
subordinates

a. Training resources provided are excellent
b. Training resources provided are very good
c. Training resources provided are good
d. Training resources provided are only fairly good 
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